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Title: A method of compressing the header of a data packet

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a method of compressing the header of a data packet
for transmission in a communication system, said data packet comprising a data part
having a payload size and a header part. The invention further relates to a communica¬
tion system using the header compression method.

Background Art

The wireless delivery of multimedia services is one of the goals of the next generation
of mobile communication systems. Users are expecting that the same services will be
available in wireless networks as in wired ones. However, for instance Internet Protocol
(IP) based multimedia applications, including audio- and video-streaming and gaming,
require more bandwidth than traditional voice services in circuit-switched networks. In
order to use the limited resource, i.e. bandwidth, in the most efficient way, both IP
packet header and packet payload should be compressed. A number of IP header
compression schemes have been proposed over the past 15 years, e.g. Van Jacobsen
HC (RFC 1114) [1], Compressed RTP (RFC 2508) [2], Enhanced Compressed RTP

(RFC 3545) [3], and Robust Header Compression (RFC 3095) [4]. These techniques
allow compression of a 40-byte IPv4 header down to 2-4 bytes.

All these techniques apply compression of an IP packet header based on CONTEXT
state, but without taking into account the requirements of the link layer. A number of
wireless technologies available today use fixed packet sizes at the link level: e.g.
GPRS, UMTS, and Bluetooth. Due to the specifics of packetizing of data implemented
in the technologies mentioned above, IP header compression schemes do not perform

efficiently compared with technologies where payload of the link layer packet can freely
vary, such as in the WLAN IEEE 802.1 1 standard.

When dealing with header compression for packets with variable length, a useful p a
rameter to consider is bandwidth savings. The bandwidth savings are calculated as the
amount of data transmitted using a header compression scheme over the data required
to send the same amount of information without applying header compression. In this
case, even a small compression of a header will lead to some savings. This is not the

case, when packets of fixed sizes are used on the link layer. In this situation, the com¬
munication is often based on some kind of time division access method: the channel is
slotted and a packet transmission can start only at the beginning of the slot. Even if the
packet length is smaller than maximally allowed by this packet type, no other packets
can be sent in this slot and the bandwidth is wasted. Therefore, if applying header
compression, the size of the packet can not be reduced significantly (such that it will fit
in another packet type) and no bandwidth savings can be achieved.

This problem of header compression inefficiency for fixed packet types has not been
addressed in the literature. The only attempt in this direction was made in Zero-byte
ROHC [5] that is an additional profile for Robust Header Compression (ROHC) [4].
Zero-byte header compression is designed to prevent the single-octet ROHC-header
from pushing a packet voice stream into the next higher fixed packet size for the radio.
It is designed especially for usage in a GPRS air interface.

Disclosure of Invention

The object of the invention is to obtain a new and improved method for header co m
pression of data packets.

This is according to the invention achieved by the header part of the data packets be¬
ing adaptively compressed using a header compression mechanism based on the pay-

load size of the data part.

Thereby it is achieved that the header compression mechanism based on the payload
size can change between different compression schemes and thereby achieve an o p
timum compression.

In a preferred embodiment according to the invention, the header compression mecha-

nism is switched on or off based on the payload size of the data part. This method
eliminates the need for using context repair mechanisms in order to prevent context re-

synchronization or loss propagation, since this method will send the entire header,
when the header compression mechanism is switched off. This helps to maintain the
synchronization between for instance the compressor and a decompressor of a communication system.

According to a preferred embodiment, the communication system uses fixed link layer
packet types. The method is especially applicable for situations, where the link layer
payload size can take values only from a predefined set, i.e. when several link layer
packet types are supported.

According to an alternative embodiment, the data packets are sent in blocks of a fixed
size, the number of blocks used depending on the size of the IP data packets. The
header compression method is suitable for communication systems using fixed data
block sizes, since the adaptive header compression mechanism can reduce the number of blocks used for sending the data packets on the link layer. Otherwise, the com¬
pression mechanism is switched of, thereby minimizing propagation losses.

In a preferred embodiment according to the invention, the header compression

is

switched off if the packet type of a data packet with header compression is the same as
the packet type of a data packet without header compression, and is switched on if the
packet type of a data packet with header compression is different from the packet type
of a data packet without header compression. That is, the header compression mecha¬
nism is only used if the packet type changes due to the header compression.

According to another preferred embodiment according to the invention, the header
compression is switched off if the number of blocks used for sending a data packet with
header compression is the same as the number of blocks used for a data packet with¬
out header compression, and is switched on if the number of blocks used for sending a
data packet with header compression is different from the number of blocks used for a
data packet without header compression. The header compression is thereby only
switched on, if compression of the header will reduce the number of necessary blocks
for sending the data packets. If the header compression does not reduce the number of
necessary blocks, the header compression mechanism will be switched off, and the en¬
tire header will be sent together with the data packet. As previously mentioned, this
eliminates the need for repair mechanisms, when loss propagation has occurred in sys¬
tems using for instance differential compression schemes, since the entire header will
be frequently sent to the receiver.

According to preferred embodiments,

the header compression

mechanism, when

switched on, uses header compression schemes known per se in the art. This can for
example be achieved by the header compression mechanism compressing the header

by removing redundancy from the header of the data packet using information from
previously sent data packets. This can be achieved by the header compression mecha¬
nism compressing the header, so that the header of a data packet only carries differen¬
tial information compared to a preceding header.

According to a preferred embodiment, the header compression is tuned in such a way
that only a subset of available packet types is used. For example, during poor channel
conditions, it is favourable to use packet types that involve Forward Error Correction
(FEC) coding. The proposed header compression method can be tuned so that such
packet types automatically are chosen.

The object of the invention is also achieved by a communication system using the
aforementioned method for header compression.

According to a preferred embodiment of the system according to the invention, the sys
tem comprises a transmitter side and a receiver side, a communication channel being
generated between the transmitter side and the receiver side, wherein the transmitter
side comprises a header compression mechanism, and the receiver side comprises a
header decompression mechanism.

The object of the invention is also achieved by a header mechanism, which is switched
on or off based on the payload size of the data part of the data packet.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention is explained in detail below with reference to the drawings, in which

Fig. 1 is a schematic view illustrating the general concept of header compression,

Fig. 2 is a schematic view of delta coding in which loss propagation occurs,

Fig. 3 is an illustration of header compression as a two-state Markov chain,

Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a simulation model used for demonstrating the header

compression method according to the invention,

Fig. 5 is a graph showing the fraction of packets received and decompressed correctly

for different packet types in Bluetooth communication,

Figs. 6-1 1 show performance graphs for a first simulation scenario, in which there are

two packets in a frame,

Figs. 12-17 show performance graphs for a first simulation scenario, in which there are

twenty packets in a frame,

Figs. 18-23 show performance graphs for a first simulation scenario, in which there are

one hundred packets in a frame,

Figs. 24-29 show performance graphs for a second simulation scenario, in which there

are two packets in a frame,

Figs. 30-35 show performance graphs for a second simulation scenario, in which there

are twenty packets in a frame, and

Figs. 36-41 show performance graphs for a second simulation scenario, in which there

are one hundred packets in a frame.

Best Modes for Carrying out the Invention

Before introducing the novel Internet Protocol (IP) header compression concept, insights to the main concept and terminology of header compression research will be
provided.

Header compression is possible due to some redundancy among the different header
fields of different protocol layers and the interdependencies of IP packets. It is typically
performed on the headers of the network layer and above. For example, for multimedia
services header compression is done on the RTP/UDP/IP headers (Real-time Trans¬
port Procol/User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol). The compressor/ decompressor
is located between the link and the network layers in the protocol stack. Analysis of the

variations on the field information of the packet flow is used to decide the smallest
amount of information needed to reconstruct the header fields on the receiver side.
Depending on the rate of change, the headerfields of an uncompressed header can be

classified as constant, delta, inferable or random [6]. Constant fields do not change
during a particular IP stream. These fields can be completely omitted after the first suc¬
cessful transmission. Inferred fields can be determined from other header fields and
are relatively easy to compress. Delta fields change by a small amount and can be
compressed by using delta coding approach. Random fields do not have a regular pat¬
tern and it is advisable always to send them uncompressed.

The general concept of header compression is given in Fig. 1 . On a sender side 10, a
compressor 11 removes redundancy from the incoming packet using information from
the past packets, called the CONTEXT (or base). A decompressor 2 1 maintains the
context and uses it to reconstruct a header 12, 22 of the incoming packet sent via a
communication channel. The inconsistencies in the contexts of the compressor 11 and
the decompressor 2 1 lead to the loss in synchronization and failure of the decompres¬
sion procedure.

The delta coding approach is commonly used for header compression and will briefly
be described in the following. First, an uncompressed header UCH is sent to establish
the context. It is followed by a row of compressed headers CH that carry only the d if
ferential information referring to the preceding header. The differences between two
packet headers are referred to as the delta. For error-free channels this is a very effi¬
cient way of header compression. However, it is very sensitive to packet losses; if one
packet is lost, the context at the decompressor is not updated and all the subsequent
packets, even if received correctly, can not be decompressed. This situation is refered
to as loss propagation (see also Fig. 2).

To prevent the context re-synchronization (loss propagation), a context repair mecha¬
nism should be applied. A sender will rely on the feedback from a receiver in order to
know when to transmit a packet with an uncompressed header. When the feedback is
unavailable, the synchronization of the context is achieved by periodically refreshing of
the states. The repetition rate of the updates depends a lot on the channel error rate
and the propagation environment.

The problem of loss propagation is crucial for the efficient design of header compres¬
sion schemes. This was recognized already in the earliest work on header compression. The proposed existing solutions include either excessive signalling from the re
ceiver to the sender or periodic full context updates. Both methods decrease bandwidth

savings. Thus, there is a clear trade-off between the compression gain and robustness
of the scheme. We propose a novel scheme that allows keeping the context synchroni¬
zation, thus ensuring robustness. At the same time, the compression gain of the pro¬
posed scheme is the same as for conventional header compression schemes.

General description of the proposed header compression scheme
The main idea of the proposed novel header compression scheme is to switch the
compression mechanism on/ off adaptively depending on the size of IP packet payload.
The compression mechanism will be enabled, if a smaller packet size can be used by
employing header compression (HC). This leads to the bandwidth savings. If the same
link layer packet type is used for sending a packet with compressed and uncompressed
header, then the header compression mechanism is disabled, and the packet with a full
header is transmitted instead. This helps to keep the synchronization between the
compressor and decompressor.

The following pseudo-code summarizes how the novel header compression algorithm
works, where U and C are the sizes of uncompressed and compressed headers in
bytes, respectively:

1) Stream L of packets

2) Take next packet p / from L . Payload of p, is x bytes.
3) If packet type [U+x] = packet type [C+x],
then
HC = OFF
else
HC = ON
4) If L ≠ 0 then Goto 2 .

The presented novel scheme can also be explained with the help of a two-state Markov
model (Fig. 3). In conventional header compression schemes, transitions between the
states are done either periodically or based on the feedback from the receiver. In the
proposed novel scheme, an additional parameter, namely the payload size, is taken
into account in order to make a decision about the transition to another state. A decision is made individually for each packet.

The proposed scheme has the following properties:

Statement 1: The proposed novel header compression method reduces probability of
error propagation compared with the conventional compression schemes. It maintains
synchronization between the compressor and decompressor without the need of ex¬
cessive signalling.

Statement 2 : The proposed header compression scheme is designed for fixed packet
sizes. Existing header compression schemes do not take this property into account.
Header compression is based on differential methods, which are efficient approaches
to compress the information. Unfortunately, these methods introduce error propagation
because

of

de-synchronization

of

the

compressor

and

decompressor.

De-

synchronization occurs due to the packet losses. Resynchronization is achieved either
by periodic updates (in case of no feedback from the receiver) or by excessive signalling (in case feedback is provided by the receiver). The proposed scheme frequently

sends a packet with an uncompressed header, thereby maintaining synchronization.

Statement 3 : The proposed novel header compression scheme achieves the same
bandwidth occupancy as conventional schemes. Indeed, the header compression
mechanism is switched off only if the same type of packet is used as when header
compression is applied. Technologies using fixed packet sizes on the link layer are
based on the time division concept; a communication slot is reserved for a particular
pair of communicating devices. Even if a short packet is transmitted within a slot, an¬
other packet cannot be transmitted within this slot, and bandwidth is wasted.

Statement 4 : The header compression can be tuned in the way that only a subset of
available packet types is used. Indeed, there can be situations, where only a subset of
available packet types is suitable for data transmission. For example, under poor chan¬
nel conditions packets with error protection should be preferred. If this is the case, then

by switching header compression on or off for a particular IP packet payload size, this
can be achieved using only a pre-defined subset of link layer packets.

Adaptive Header Compression for Bluetooth
The novel header compression approach is in the following described by considering
the Bluetooth technology as an example. The proposed scheme is called Adaptive

Header Compression (AHC) for Bluetooth.

Bluetooth is a low-cost low-power wireless technology that provides connectivity
among devices placed within a short range. Bluetooth uses controlled scheduled trans¬
missions. The Bluetooth system provides duplex transmission based on slotted timedivision duplex (TDD), where the duration of each slot is 625 µs . Asynchronous links
support payloads with or without a 2/3-rate Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding
scheme. In addition, single-slot, three-slot and five-slot packets are available. The
Bluetooth packet types are summarized in Table 1. The big difference between user
payload of

1~,

3- and 5-slot packets appears from the below table. The payload length

is variable and depends on the available user data. However, the maximum length is

specified for each packet type. The whole slot (or 3 or 5 slots) is reserved for a trans¬
mission, even if the packet length is smaller than maximally available.

Table 1: Bluetooth Packet Types

Following the proposed approach, the IP header is compressed or not depending on
the payload size. Table 2 shows when to apply header compression (assuming that
uncompressed header is 40 bytes, compressed header is 4 bytes). If the payload is
more than 339 bytes, segmentation is required.

Table 2: Proposed adaptive scheme: switching header compression mechanism ON/OFF depending
on the payload size

Situations can occur, in which the link layer specifies that only a subset of available
packet types should be used for data transmission. For example, in bad channel condi¬
tions, DM packets (Data Medium rate packets) should be preferred since they have 2/3
FEC protection (as opposed to DH packets (Data High rate packets)). In this case, the
operation of the proposed header compression can be tuned in such a way that auto
matically only DM packets are used. The operation of the adaptive scheme is pre¬
sented in Table 3 .

Table 3: Proposed adaptive scheme: switching header compression mechanism ON/OFF depending
on the payload size

Performance Evaluation of Adaptive Header Compression Simulator
To evaluate the performance of the Adaptive Header Compression (AHC) scheme, a
simulator in MATLAB has been developed. The simulation model consists of three
main parts: i) data and header generator and header compressor/ decompressor; ii)
Bluetooth baseband and iii) channel (see Fig. 4). The channel is modelled as an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. The Bluetooth block includes Automatic
Repeat request (ARQ), Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) and a FEC generator, and a
Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) modulator/demodulator.

The implemented

header compressor works on the RTP/UDP/IP headers. The task of the decompressor
is to rebuild or recreate the uncompressed form of the packet and to update the con-

text. If a packet with an uncompressed header is received, then the context of the de¬
compressor is updated. In case a compressed packet is received, it is uncompressed
in the following way: the fixed fields are taken from the context of the decompressor;

the delta fields are calculated from the data from the compressed packet and the con¬
text stored in the decompressor. After a packet is decompressed, the context is up¬
dated.

The payload size of a packet stream is not fixed, but is assumed to vary randomly. It is
assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over the interval [1; 299]
bytes. The performance of the Adaptive Header Compression is compared to one of
the conventional schemes, RFC 2508 [2]. The results for when no header compression
is applied for data transmission are also presented.

Performance metrics
A number of performance metrics has been evaluated. Mainly, focus has been on the
metrics that reflect bandwidth savings and robustness. Additionally, parameters that
characterize energy-efficiency of the scheme are studied since the minimization of energy consumption is a desired property for small battery-driven devices (that is often
the case for Bluetooth networks).

Packet Delivery and Decompression Ratio (PDDF): This metric is defined as the

ra¬

tio of the number of successfully decompressed packets to the total number of packets
sent. This metric shows how reliable a network is and how robust the communication
system according to the invention is against channel errors.

PDDF =

-Xl OO,

where Ns is the total number of packets sent and NR is the number of packets received
and correctly decompressed.

Packet Error Probability (PEP): This metric shows the rate at which the packets are
lost and it is defined as:

PEP =I--

N

Bandwidth savings: This metric defines savings of the bandwidth, measured in slots,
normalized to the number of slots needed for data transmission if no header compres¬
sion is applied:

where S AH c is the total number of slots required for data transmission using AHC (or
RFC-2508) and

SNHC

is the total number of slots in case of no header compression.

Average packet delay: This parameter considers only the transmission delay, ignoring
processing and queuing delays, and it is defined as time that has elapsed from the
moment the transmission of the packet has started until the moment it is finished. This
metric is slightly different from the average IP packet length, since the metric here is
calculated using the size of a link layer packet that can be different from the length of
an IP packet when extra protection bits are added (e.g. DM packets).

Energy Efficiency (Bytes/mJ): This is the ratio between the correctly received data in
bytes and the total amount of energy spent during the transmission in mJ [8].
Energy

r . .
Efficiency

=7

Ψ TX

Good Throughput

- -

X

RX
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where T x , T RX and T/pm are periods of time that a node spends for transmitting, receiving and in low power mode (Ipm), respectively. P 7x , P RX and P/pm are the amounts of

power a node uses for transmitting, receiving and in Ipm, respectively. Typical values
considered in the simulation are as follows [9]:

Table 4 : Typical power values for different states
In the slots where there is no transmission (e.g. odd slots in a broadcasting scenario), a

node is assumed to be in a low power mode.

Average Power Dissipation (APD) (mW): It is defined as a ratio of the total energy
spent for data transmission over the time needed for transmission [9]. A device that
constantly transmits with APD will consume the same amount of energy as the consid¬
ered Bluetooth device.
APD

{T τx X P TX ) + T 11x X
) + (T lpm X P 1
=TTX + TRX A- TIpIIi
1

)

Scenarios
Two conceptually different scenarios are considered.

1) One-to-many communication/ No feedback

The first scenario presents broadcasting/ multicasting by a Bluetooth access point (that
assumes to have a role of a piconet master) to a number of devices (that have a role of
piconet slaves). In this case, the AM_ADDR field in the Bluetooth header is set to 000
indicating that this information is intended for every active member of the piconet. The
master transmits data only in even slots using 1-, 3- or 5-slot packets. The slots following after a master transmission (odd slots) are empty: none of the slaves is allowed to

transmit in these slots. Thus, the master transmission is left unacknowledged. This
case is referred to as 'no feedback is available from the receiver'. It means that the
context update can be done only periodically.

This scenario corresponds to the situation when, for example, the same information is
downloaded to the multiple devices through a Bluetooth access point.

The key feature of this scenario is the absence of the feedback information. Thus, the
performance of the header compression schemes is expected to be the same in case
of one-to-one communication, but when no feedback from the receiver is present, as
for example is the case if a Synchronous Connection Oriented (SCO) link is set up be¬
tween a master and a slave.

2) One-to-one communication/ Link layer assisted feedback
The second scenario focuses on one-to-one communication between two Bluetooth
devices. Bluetooth uses stop-and-wait ARQ scheme: DM or DH packets are retransmit¬
ted until acknowledgement of a successful reception is returned or timeout is ex¬

ceeded. The acknowledgement information is included in the header of a return packet

(ARQN=I for acknowledge (ACK) and ARQN=O for no acknowledge (NACK)). The
slave will respond in the next slot followed after master-to-slave transmission. In the
simulation model the number of retransmissions is limited to 5 .

Thanks to the ARQ scheme, the feedback regarding the successful transmission of a
packet is available at the next slot at the link-layer. Exploiting cross-layer approach, this
information can be passed on to the network layer and to the header compressor.
Thus, the feedback from the receiver is available in this case. The advantage of the

described cross-layer approach is that the feedback can be delivered to the compres¬
sor without the need of additional signalling but purely relaying on the cross-layer in¬
formation exchange. W e refer to this situation as 'link-layer assisted feedback'. For the
simulation purposes, we assume that there is no processing delay, and if a packet
cannot be delivered correctly, already the next IP packet of the stream is sent with an
uncompressed packet (this allows immediate CONTEXT synchronization). However, if
a processing delay is large, the decompressor will drop a number of packets before the
update will be received.

The presence of the immediate feedback illuminates the loss propagation problem. In
this case the proposed Adaptive Header Compression and RFC 2508 schemes will
show approximately the same performance. Instead, for the present simulation evalua¬
tion, the focus has been directed at the case, where only a subset of available packet
types is used for data transmission.

This approach can be also motivated by the following observation: the error-proneness
of a header compression scheme depends on the type of the link layer packet used for
a transmission. This is due to the different packet length and different error protection
schemes used. Fig. 5 shows the "robustness" when different Bluetooth packet types
are used (for abbreviation see Table 2). From Fig. 5 it can be seen that in cases when
DM packets are used for data transmission (packet types 1,3,4 and 7), a significant ra

tio of packets is received and decompressed correctly compared with DH packets. This
motivates the proposed header compression approach that works exclusively with DM
packets, as it is explained in Section Ml-B (see also Table 3). It can be anticipated that
this scheme gives a performance improvement compared with RFC 2508 when chan
nel conditions are not good. If such channel conditional are detected by a link layer

(e.g. bit errors exceed a certain threshold), a request can be sent to the compressor to
switch to the new scheme.

The following sections present simulation results.

Results for Scenario 1
In the following a frame is defined as a series of packets, where the first packet is

transmitted with an uncompressed header and the following packets carry compressed
headers. N denotes the number of packets in a frame. The choice of N has a big im
pact on the performance of the RFC 2508 compression scheme and will strongly de-

pend on channel conditions. Therefore, results for three different values are presented:
/V=2, 20 and 100.

All considered parameters are plotted vs. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The situation where N=2 corresponds to very small frame size. In this situation the
considered header compression schemes perform very similar to the case of no com¬
pression. Anyway, bandwidth savings of about 8% can be achieved for RFC 2508 and
AHC (Fig. 8).

For larger values of N , the compression gain of the schemes increases and bandwidth
savings of 16% are observed (Figs. 14 and 20). AHC and RFC 2508 achieve the same
bandwidth savings. As a consequence of savings in bandwidth occupancy, the average
packet delay (ADP) is reduced (Figs. 15 and 21). The difference in ADP for RFC 2508
and AHC is negligibly small compared to no compression case.

From Figs. 12 and 18 a rapid drop can be observed in Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for
RFC 2508, when channel conditions become worse. AHC is much more robust against
channel errors (the line corresponding to AHC lies above the blue for RFC-2508 and
close to the line for the no header compression case). Packets without header com¬
pression are only lost if channel errors occur. However, in this case, loss propagation
problems do not occur. Therefore, this case provides the upper bound for PDR and the
closer a PDR of a compression scheme is to the PDR of the no header compression
case, the more robust is the scheme.

With regard to energy efficiency of the proposed scheme, it can be observed that Aver
age Power Dissipation (APD) is slightly higher for AHC compared with RFC 2508, but
still the power used on average by AHC is smaller than the no compression case (Fig.
17). In good channel conditions {SNR>22), RFC 2508 is the most energy efficient

scheme, only as little as possible is transmitted and there are no packet losses. The
packet headers can thus be decompressed. But as channel conditions become worse

(SNR<20), the efficiency of RFC 2508 deteriorates quickly and already when SA/R=18,
it falls down to zero. This is due to a severe loss propagation problem from which RFC
2508 suffers when SΛ//R<18. On the contrary, AHC still shows high energy efficiency
even when the channel is not good.

Comparing the cases of Λ/=20 and Λ/=100, the PDR for RFC 2508 degrades rapidly
when N is large. With a large N , the context update is performed less frequently and
more packets will be dropped at the decompressor. However, the value of N does not
have any significant impact on the performance of AHC. The PDR stays as high for
W=100 as it is for Λ/=20. This phenomenon can be explained by an efficient context up¬

date method of AHC.

Overall, it can be concluded for this scenario that for any N AHC is a robust scheme.
Thus, the present invention is able to maintain a high PDR without losing in bandwidth
savings. On average it consumes slightly more energy compared with the conventional
compression schemes, but the overall energy efficiency of AHC is higher when

SNR<20.

Results for Scenario 2
First of all, it can be noticed that the results for different values of N are very similar. It
is clear that the performance of the no header compression scheme does not depend

on N at all. From 1 it appears that N does not have any big influence on AHC. If feed¬

back is available, the value of N does not influence the performance of RFC 2508 e i
ther. Even though the periodic context updates are kept activated, the majority of updates are triggered by the receiver feedback (negative ACK).

To underline that only DM packets are used in combination with AHC scheme, this
scheme is referred to as AHC-DM.

As expected, AHC-DM achieves the highest PDR, even higher than no header com¬
pression case (Fig. 30). This is due to the extra error protection used in DM packets.
Using DM packets also helps to reduce loss propagation problems since more packets

are received correctly.

Compared with Scenario 1, where bandwidth savings are constant regardless of the
SNR value, the bandwidth savings in Scenario 2 are not a constant function of the SNR
(Fig. 32), due to possible packet retransmissions. Under good channel conditions

(SNR>20), bandwidth savings of RFC 2508 are the same as in Scenario 1, i.e. 16%,
since there are almost no retransmissions in this case. However, bandwidth savings for
AHC-DM are lower, about 6%, due to the excessive error protection of DM packets. But
when SNR<20, almost 30% of bandwidth can be saved using AHC-DM compared with

no header compression case. When the SNR decreases further no bandwidth savings

can be achieved.

The same type of behaviour can be observed in the ADP graphs (Fig. 33). When
SNR=12, all schemes show the same delay. However, when 16<S Λ/ <20, AHC-DM

minimizes the transmission delay.

This is also reflected in the energy-consumption and efficiency graphs (Figs. 34 and
35). AHC-DM is the least energy efficient during good channel conditions. But as the

channel becomes worse, AHC-DM shows the best efficiency and on average it uses
less power for packet transmission, since the number of retransmissions is smaller

than for other schemes.

Overall, AHC-DM should be preferred when SNR<20.

Conclusions
A novel header compression scheme has been introduced that is suitable for usage
with wireless technologies operating with fixed link layer packet types. The usage of the
general approach is illustrated with the example of Bluetooth technology. The statements on the properties of the proposed scheme are verified by the extensive simula¬
tions. Two different scenarios are considered: i) broadcasting of data by a Bluetooth
access point and ii) data exchange between two Bluetooth devices. The robustness of
the scheme is shown for both scenarios.

To summarize, the advantages of the proposed novel approach are the following:
•

Increased capacity

•

Introduces robustness without losing bandwidth efficiency

•

Proposal is compliant with the specifications in the standard

•

Can work with the whole set of packet types, or just a subset

•

Depending on the packet length, the method according to the invention will lead
to power savings

•

Simple and therefore can be used in low complexity nodes

The invention has been described with reference to a preferred embodiment. However,
the scope of the invention is not limited to the illustrated embodiment, and alterations

and modifications can be carried out without deviating from said scope of the invention.
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Claims

1.

A method of compressing the header of a data packet for transmission in a com¬

munication system, said data packet comprising a data part having a payload size and
a header part, characterised in that the header part of the data packets is adaptively
compressed using a header compression mechanism based on the payload size of the
data part.

2.

A method according to claim 1, wherein a header compression mechanism is

switched on or off based on the payload size of the data part.

3.

A method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein the communication system uses

fixed link layer packet types.

4.

A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the data packets are

sent in blocks of a fixed size, the number of blocks used depending on the size of the
data packets.

5.

A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the header compres-

sion is switched off if the packet type of a data packet with header compression is the
same as the packet type of a data packet without header compression, and is switched
on if the packet type of a data packet with header compression is different from the

packet type of a data packet without header compression.

6.

A method according to claim 3 or claim 3 and any of claims 4-5, wherein the

header compression is switched off if the number of blocks used for sending a data
packet with header compression is the same as the number of blocks used for a data
packet without header compression, and is switched on if the number of blocks used
for sending a data packet with header compression is different from the number of
blocks used for a data packet without header compression.

7.

A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the header compres¬

sion mechanism compresses the header by removing redundancy from the header of
the data packet using information from priorly sent data packets.

8.

A method according to claim 7 , wherein the header compression mechanism

compresses the header, so that the header of a data packet only carries differential in¬
formation compared to a preceding header.

9.

A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the header compres¬

sion is tuned in such a way that only a subset of available packet types are used.

10.

A communication system using a header compression method according to any of

claims 1-9.

11. A communication system according to claim 10, wherein the system comprises a
transmitter side and a receiver side, a communication channel being generated be
tween the transmitter side and the receiver side, and wherein the transmitter side com¬
prises a header compression mechanism, and the receiver side comprises a header
decompression mechanism.

12.

A header compression mechanism for compressing the header of a data packet

comprising a header part and a data part, said data part having a payload size, char¬

acterised in that the header mechanism is switched on or off based on the payload
size of the data part of the data packet.
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